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Updates from previous versions:
New Features:
1. New Sensor Type added: CT800
2. Added checks to each RTU Grid’s refresh function to ensure validity of data, where SI’s and AO’s are
used.
3. A check that allows the user to load software into a previously unloaded Magnum was added.

Bug Fixes:
1. The print popup was mistakenly disabled in any configurations prior to V11. Resolution: The
configuration version check was removed, which allows the function to work in all versions.
2. The Info UI title bar label “spacing” was adjusted to ensure that all labels display correctly after the
inclusion of the MCS‐Connect version number.
3. The Information Popup was redesigned to ensure that all information is displayed.
4. For V4, V6, V7 and V10 config type Devices, the gap in SI and RO grids was fixed.
5. When printing to a file from Graphics mode, MCS‐Connect blows up after trying to restart the
Graphics thread, due to attempted add of final class "web browser" after it was already added to
Scroll Pane. Added code to temporarily pause the thread instead of stopping and re‐starting it, which
avoids the second add of the web browser class.
6. When clicking the “Clear Points” button, a check was added to only allow points to be cleared in two
instances:
a) You are Admin level auth or higher.
b) You are Factory auth level and the software in the Magnum is Pre version 9.01.
7. Changes to Micromag V12 code, that give MCS‐Connect ability to show both internal and control
variables, instead of only using SIs.
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